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§ DEFINITION : a rigorous 
specification of what the term 
means (how it should be 
understood).

§ MEANING : the ideas, visions, 
aspirations, hopes, and 
agendas that it evokes in 
people. 

§ SIGNIFICANCE : the spirit and 
changes the term represents 
and/or could bring about.

Three attributes of a policy term



Rewilding and nature recovery express 
the same spirit

§ A desire to shake up the 
present and shape the future

§ Create richer futures for 
nature, people and society

§ Nature recovery principles are 
missing from the new 
Environmental Bill.

§ Rewilding is formulating a set 
of principles that seeks to 
‘blend’ meaning and 
significance of nature recovery



Nature recovery and rewilding 
may signify the emergence of a new 

environmental narrative

(narratives = components that are consistently assembled to tell 
normative stories about the state of the world, 

what we need to do and why) 
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State
(damage  destroy)

Cause
(pressures & agents)

Consequence
(loss, risk, catastrophe)

Authorities

reduce harm govern & regulate pressure, 
legitimate

Simplified structure of 20th century environmental narratives

Anxiety marketing

Jepson (2018) Recoverable Earth : a 21st century environmental narrative.  Ambio doi.10.1007/s13280-018-1065-4

Still powerful and needed 

FINITE EARTH : established policy 
change narrative:
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State
(despair)

Awakening
(rethinking)

Action
(independence,
commitment)

Recovering 
wellness

Change
(attitudes, values, 

expectations)

RECOVERABLE EARTH : 
a 21st century Environmental narrative?

Inspiring and popular but 
unsettles the status quo

Empowerment 

marketing
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Three ecosystem downgrading events:
• Late Holocene (10,000 years ago) : mega-fauna defaunation
• Tudor/Victorian Times (150-500 years ago) : vermin eradication 
• Neo-liberal period (1970-present) : industrial agriculture

Reassessment & Awakenings
As a nation we have internalized ecological 
impoverishment in our landscapes, culture, 
institutions and policy.

Nature Protection : Conserve remnants of pre-industrial natures
Nature Recovery : Take inspiration from past natures to shape future 
natures



• What forms of value is our nature currently generating and for 
whom? (who or what captures value)

• What forms of value could natural assets generate and for whom?
• What forms of value are wanted , what are the trade-offs and who 

decides?
• What forms of policy and investment are needed to ensure that 

nature recovery realises its potential to generate value for people 
and nature?

Nature recovery means addressing 
four democratic questions

See Jepson et al 2017 Protected Area Asset Stewardship, Biological Conservation 



For European rewilders nature recovery means:

Innovating with restored 
forces of nature, together with 
those of society, economy and 
technology to develop action 
models and natural assets 
that 
• generate value for people 

and nature
• offer nature-based solutions 

to contemporary challenges
• build resilience and 

adaptability to changeGelderse Poort, Netherlands



For progressive ecologists nature recovery means:

Trophic 
complexity

Stochastic 
disturbance

Dispersal

“Complex, connected, more dynamic”

“Bigger, better, more joined up”

Perino, et al 2019 Rewilding complex ecosystems." Science 364, no. 6438.



Natural grazing 
§ Generates rapid recoveries of 

biodiversity & soil quality, 
§ Sequesters carbon & contributes to 

natural flood protection
§ Supports enterprises based on 

quality products & experiential 
recreation

§ Introduces a new baseline for farm 
animal welfare

But,  massively constrained by policy 
designed for livestock entering industrial 
production system

Experimental areas to develop 
policy for a ‘kept wild’ category 
and where citizens can visit and 
come to know livestock as 
wildlife.

For public authorities nature recovery means policy 
flexibility and innovation



§ Brexit seems to signifies a deep desire to re-find something and 
a willingness to embark on an uncertain and risky journey to do 
so.

§ Nature recovery offers an uncertain but potentially inspiring and 
hugely rewarding journey of discovery and one we can all join 
irrespective of our politics or background.

We seem to be degenerating into tribes 
shouting insults with the result that 
everyone feels despondent and unheard. 

Image www.nfuonlne.com
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Spectacular or authentic natures are fantastic for 
developing/reinvigorating national identities

1880s – National Parks, 
Wilderness and the 

construction of a USA 
sense of nation

1950s – National Parks 
Reimagining Britishness 

after empire

1980s – Regional Nature 
Parks. Reasserting French 
regionalism within the EU
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The process of nature recovery offers an 
opportunity to rediscover a sense of national 
unity, purpose, confidence and pride



Lets go for it big time

@prjepson
@Ecosulis


